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I. INTRODUCTION

QUALITY randomness is used as a resource in a wide
variety of applications, from numerical simulations to

classical and even some quantum cryptography protocols [1],
[2], that rely on entropy sources as fundamental building
blocks. Due to this reliance, using a lower-quality source
presents the danger of compromising the correctness of the
schemes utilizing its output [3], especially in the field of
cryptography. While pseudorandom number generators can
provide fast and cheap random-like output, due to their inher-
ently deterministic nature (use of complex but deterministic
algorithms) are often considered a liability [4].

Quantum random number generators (QRNGs) [5] aim to
harness the unpredictability of quantum mechanical processes.
They have the advantage of relying on phenomena proved to
be random by the laws of physics, thus giving a solid guarantee
of quality in theory. Practical realization of these devices is
a formidable engineering challenge, however, as the various
imperfections and error sources potentially influencing the
measurement have to also be handled. Due to advancements
in quantum optics, architectures based on measuring various
random properties of light, like path superposition of a photon
[6], [7], photon number [8]–[10] or arrival time statistics [11]–
[14], amplified spontaneous emission [15], [16], vacuum or
phase fluctuations [17], [18], or even Raman scattering [19]
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have been proposed, while there are already some commer-
cially available products on the market [20] and new chip-
based solutions [21]–[23] are also emerging.

We use a simple generator architecture based on photon
arrival times, with a continuously running clock, which is
different from the ideal case of using a restartable clock
but permits simpler and cheaper hardware. Even in the ideal
case, the measurement statistics (exponential) differ from the
expected uniformly distributed output, so a post-processing
step is necessary. For this, various methods can be used, from
simply comparing records [11] to utilizing complex algorithms
based on entropy estimation and privacy amplification [24],
[25]. In this work, we present a post-processing framework that
can incorporate possible errors due to non-ideal components
or even a potential attacker given some basic assumptions
to reliably produce safe, quality output based on universal
hashing and entropy estimation. Our framework potentially
also enables us to relax minimum hardware requirements at the
cost of output speed and the need for robust post-processing.
This may prove especially useful for cases, where hardware
options are limited either due to physical constraints (e.g.,
integrated optics), or any other reason (e. g. low budget to
spend on quality components.).

II. CONCEPT

A. Generator architecture

Our generator is based on time differences between photon
arrival times of an attenuated laser source, counting the
number of elapsed clock cycles between detections. Ideally,
this statistic follows a geometric distribution, governed by the
underlying exponential distribution of the physical process of
photon emission, which is different from the expected uniform
output, already mandating the need for post-processing. Ad-
ditionally, effects from the concrete physical realizations and
non-idealities further distort the measured statistic, making the
generation of guaranteed quality output non-trivial.

In the following sections, we rely heavily on the concept
of H∞(D) min-entropy to characterize the safely extractable
randomness from our measurement results:

H∞(D) = min
n

(− log2 pn) = − log2 max
n

pn, (1)

where maxn pn = pmax is the probability of the most likely
measurement result. It is important to note, that attempting
to create a uniform output corresponding to more entropy
than contained in the measurement results, yields poor quality
or even insecure output, while underestimating extractable
entropy may only lead to suboptimal output rate, but preserves
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quality. Our goal is, therefore, to give a safe lower bound for
min-entropy (upper bound for pmax), which holds even in non-
ideal conditions.

B. Hashing for post-processing

Universal hash functions can be used for post-processing
[25], since, with them, we can construct a (ke, ϵ, ne, de,me)
extractor, so that

Ext : {0, 1}ne × {0, 1}de → {0, 1}me (2)

for every probability distribution D on {0, 1}ne with at
least H∞(D) ≥ ke min-entropy, the probability distribution
Ext(D,Ude

) is ϵ-close statistically to the uniform distribution
on {0, 1}me . This means, that with the help of a random
Ude

seed of de bits, we can take a longer, but only partially
random stream of ne bits and create a smaller, but close
to uniform output. The reusability of this seed is a crucial
requirement for extractors (Since the randomness needed for
continual reseeding would exceed the randomness extracted.).
Fortunately, universal hash functions are proven to be strong
extractors by the Leftover Hash Lemma [26], stating this
reusability.

From these, we chose the popular Toeplitz hash to serve as
a basis for our randomness extraction method. An me+ne−1
bit long random seed is needed for initialization to construct
a random Toeplitz matrix of ne ×me. Then during operation,
we split our data into ne long input vectors, and one-by-one
multiply them with the initialized random Toeplitz matrix to
get me long output vectors, which we then assemble into an
output bitstream. The ke extractable entropy contained in the
ne long input defines the possible values for me according to

me = ke + 2 log ϵ. (3)

Given a target ϵ, from H∞(D) and ne all the other param-
eters can be derived, so our goal is to present a framework for
safely determining these.

C. Error sources

1) Additive noise: Coherent light sources based on stimu-
lated emission like lasers are generally assumed to be Poisso-
nian photon sources [27] (meaning exponentially distributed
arrival time differences between photon emissions ), due to the
underlying physical working principle. In reality, photons from
spontaneous emission (e.g. thermal effects) may also have a
small superpoissonian contribution to the output distribution of
the source, though this effect has been shown to be vanishing
with increasing attenuation [28]. Still, we can model this un-
wanted process by introducing additional photon counts mixed
with the ideal exponential statistics. This idea can be extended
to include any additive error sources, like afterpulsing effects,
or even a potential attacker.

With this in mind, we assume that our count statistic is made
up of photons coming from an underlying true exponential
source with Cexp number of independent counts for a given
time period, responsible for the majority of the total counts,
and a smaller at most Cnoise amount of counts coming from
noise processes or even potential attackers. This essentially

means a limit on noise/attacker intensity, while also assuming
an attacker is not capable of influencing photons from the
trusted exponential photon source.1

The goal is to give a worst-case lower estimate for min-
entropy. For this, we propose that there exists an interval series
in the joint exponential and noise statistic for which

H∞(D) = −(Cexp − Cnoise) log2 p
′
max

= −(Cexp − Cnoise) log2

(
pmaxCexp + Cnoise

Cexp − Cnoise

)
(4)

is a lower bound in min-entropy2.
Let S0, S1, ..., Si, ..., SCexp−1 be the arrival times of photons

from our ideal source, with D0, D1, ..., Di, ..., DCexp−1 cycle
long measured intervals between them and note arrival times of
noise/attacker photons with N0, N1, ..., Ni, ..., NCnoise−1 Since
we allow the noise to have any distribution and use any
strategy, even allowing dependence on other counts, we do
not consider the min-entropy contribution of intervals where
noise counts are involved (see Fig. 1), only the entropy con-
tribution of intervals from the sub-series {Dj}j∈J , where
J = {j | ∄Ni : Sj−1 < Ni < Sj} (the intervals not affected
by noise counts)

We also have to consider the possible distorting effect the
noise can have on the overall distribution and, therefore, the
distribution of our remaining considered series. From the point
of min-entropy, this means the possible change of the original
pmax to a new p′max (change in the probability of the most
frequent result). Assuming a worst-case scenario, additional
noise counts can have the following effects:

• Noise is positioned so that all original counts correspond-
ing to pmax (originally most likely outcome of the ideal
source) are kept in the considered sub-series.

• Interval statistics from noise counts further increase pmax
for at most an additional Cnoise new counts contributing
to the measurement result corresponding to pmax.

While the actual physical feasibility of these worst-case effects
may at times be questionable, we still consider them, to give
a safe lower estimate guaranteed to hold for any possibility.
This way, Eq. (4) is a lower bound in min-entropy for the
considered sub-series, therefore it is a valid lower bound for
the whole series too.

2) Effect of continuous clock and dead time: We can model
the effects of using a continuous clock and dead time of the
detector on the min-entropy as previously presented in more
detail in [29]. Assuming photons arrive according to a Poisson
process with rate λ, in the continuous clock case we can divide
time into consecutive τ long grids, where τ is the length of a
clock cycle, Si the time of the ith arrival, Ti = Si −Si−1 the
ith inter-arrival and γi the time between Si and its preceding
τ grid (0 ≤ γi < τ ). We measure Di, the number of τ grids
(clock cycles) between Si−1 and Si. An explanatory example
case of the model can be seen in Fig. 2. For the distribution

1This also means, that, quantum operations, like entangling additional
photons with photons from the trusted source, are not allowed either.

2For larger values of Cnoise, where pmaxCexp +Cnoise > Cexp −Cnoise Eq.
(4) can result in negative output. H∞(D) should be considered 0 in these
cases.
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Fig. 1. Example of handling additive noise. Times noted with Si are counts from the assumed underlying ideal distribution, with Di intervals between them. Af-
ter introducing Ni noise counts, we only consider the entropy contribution of intervals not affected by the noise, which are {D1, D2, D3, D6, D7, D9, D10}
in this pictured example case.

S0 S1

T1 (D1 = 2)

τ

S2

T2 (D2 = 3) T3 (D3 = 1)

γ0 γ1 γ2 γ3

S3

Fig. 2. Continuous clock example from [29]. Photons arrive at times Si and are counted by a τ resolution running clock. Ti notes the true exponential time
between detections and Di the associated number of counts (our measurement result), while γi notes the varying internal starting phases of the counting
process.

of D without dead time, we can write

pn = Pr(D = n | γ = y)

=


Pr(y + T < τ) if n = 0,
Pr(nτ ≤ y + T < (n+ 1)τ) if n > 0,

=


1− e−λ(τ−y) if n = 0,�
1− e−λτ


e−λ(nτ−y) if n > 0.

(5)

To calculate worst-case min-entropy we then maximize pn:

max
n,y

( Pr(D = n | γ = y))

= max
n,y


1− e−λ(τ−y) if n = 0,
eλy

�
1− e−λτ


e−λnτ if n > 0,

= max
n,y

 �
1− e−λτ


if n = 0, y → 0,

eλτ
�
1− e−λτ


e−λnτ if n > 0, y → τ,

= max
n,y


1− e−λτ if n = 0, y → 0,
1− e−λτ if n = 1, y → τ,

= 1− e−λτ ,
(6)

so then the min-entropy is:

H∞(D) = − log2


max
n,y

pn


= − log2

�
1− e−λτ


. (7)

Dead time is a time of detector insensitivity after successful
photon detection. Assuming τd dead time to be in the form:
τd = kτ+δ, where k is a non negative integer and 0 ≤ δ < τ ,

we can rewrite Eq. (5):

Pr(D = n | γ = y)

=




0 if n < k,
Pr(y + T + δ < τ) if n = k,
Pr ((n− k)τ ≤ y + T + δ < (n− k + 1)τ) if n = k + 1,
Pr ((n− k)τ ≤ y + T + δ < (n− k + 1)τ) if n > k + 1,

=




0 if n < k,
1− e−λ(τ−y−δ) if y < τ − δ, n = k,
0 if y ≥ τ − δ, n = k,
e−λ(τ−y−δ)

�
1− e−λτ


if y < τ − δ, n = k + 1,

1− e−λ(2τ−y−δ) if y ≥ τ − δ, n = k + 1,�
e−λ((n−k)τ−y−δ)

 �
1− e−λτ


if n > k + 1.

(8)
Maximizing pn for min-entropy, we then get:

H∞(D) = − log2 max
n,y,τd

(Pr(D = n | γ = y))

= − log2
�
1− e−λτ


,

(9)

which is the same result as in the case without dead time.3

Since this result is also the same as in the ”restartable clock
without dead time” case [30], we conclude, that using a
continuous clock has no adverse effect on extractable min-
entropy.

Dead time also has an effect on the detectable photon rate,
since during τd no detections are possible. Since the bound
for min-entropy is calculated using the original λ, and not the
λd observed rate with dead time, we have to account for this,
giving4:

λ =
λmax

1− λmaxτd
. (10)

3Note that in this calculation of H∞(D) we do not restrict τd in any
way as in (9) we maximize over all possible τd. Due to this, H∞(D) =
− log2

(
1− e−λτ

)
≤ H∞(D | τd = Z) will hold for any possible Z

distribution of τd.
4Note, that λd is maximized in 1/τd, so the nominator here always stays

positive.
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3) Fluctuating λ: The actual value of λ may fluctuate due
to various physical imperfections. Since H∞(D) is monotonic
in λ we can give a lower bound H∞(D)L for min-entropy if
we know a λmax upper bound for λ, such that

H∞(D)L = − log2
(
1− e−λτ

)
≤ H∞(D)

= − log2
(
1− e−λτ

)
.

(11)

pmax = 1− e−λτ (12)

This also means, that by giving an upper bound for τd in
Eq. (10), we also upper bound λ and lower bound the min-
entropy, so this way we can also account for unknown dead
time distributions as long as a maximum value for τd is known.

4) Attenuation and detector efficiency: The µ quantum ef-
ficiency of detectors (the probability of successfully detecting
an incoming photon) is analogous to the Ta transmissivity of
attenuators. Due to the memoryless property of the exponential
distribution, we can account for these effects so that our de-
tected photons arrive according to an Exp(λTaµ) distribution.

D. Framework for extractor parameter selection

To give a combined min-entropy lower bound for a case
containing all the previously investigated noise effects, we can
use the following steps:

1) Apply methods from Sections II-C2 and II-C3 to account
for the effects of dead time and fluctuations in λ to get
a lower bound for min-entropy and, therefore, an upper
bound for pmax of the individual intervals corresponding
to the ideal operation of the source.5

2) Use Eq. (4) with this pmax and appropriately selected
Cnoise, Cexp values to calculate the final H∞(D) for the
interval series corresponding to the ne bit long extractor
input.

Note that in the second step, we use the overestimation of
pmax of the intervals corresponding to Cexp. The reasoning
presented in Sec. II-C1 is still valid as potential dependence
between intervals due to non-ideal effects during measurement
of photons of the ideal source is already accounted for in the
overestimated pmax (see Sec. II-C2), therefore, the ability to
sum interval min-entropies in Eq. 4 remains.

Also note, that counts from additive noise sources raise the
experimentally detected λ, but this overestimation of λ does
not lead to any additional security weaknesses, as presented
in Sec. II-C3.

Other than min-entropy, we need to choose ne to fully
parameterize the extractor. Generally, choosing ne to be larger
is advantageous, as the scheme becomes more robust against
bursty noise, as well as providing a better output ratio for a
given ϵ according to Eq. (3). This comes at a cost of increased
computational need, however.

5Since we usually base estimation on measurement results of the detector,
attenuation from attenuators and detector efficiency discussed in II-C4 are
already included in these.

Fig. 3. Photo of the physical setup. uC: microcontroller controlling VOAs,
BS: beam splitter, VOA: variable optical attenuator, PMT: photomultiplier
tube. Photons travel along the Laser-VOA1-BS-VOA2-PMT optical path.

III. EXPERIMENT

A. Physical setup

Our physical setup presented in Fig. 3 is the same as in
[31] and [29]. A Thorlabs LP520-SF15 semiconducting laser
(central wavelength 519.9 nm) is attenuated using two suc-
cessive voltage-controlled variable optical attenuators (Thor-
labs V450F) and an optical splitter (Thorlabs TW560R1F1),
where the splitter functions as an additional 20 dB attenuator.
Photons are then detected by a PicoQuant PMA-175 NANO
photomultiplier tube with a µ = 21% quantum efficiency.
The detector’s output voltage pulses are time-tagged by a
PicoQuant TimeHarp 260 time-to-digital converter (TDC) card
with a base resolution of τ = 250 ps integrated into the PC
controlling the measurement and running post-processing. Our
detection system (detector and TDC) has a dead time of around
2 ns, very low afterpulsing probability (∼ 0%), and measured
dark count rates around 1-10 cps.

B. Parameter selection

We collect and process 2× 1010 intervals to investigate the
validity of our presented framework. During data acquisition,
the measured detection rate was around λd = 1.3 × 106 cps
(counts per second) and between λmin = 1.08 × 106 cps and
λmax = 1.37 × 106 cps at all times. We chose not to try
mitigating this fluctuation as our goal is to show robustness.
We also completely forego using available protective covers
made for severely limiting counts from the environment,
leading to a λn = 20000 cps noise rate at our detector. We
overestimate our relatively low detector dead time of around
10τ with a conservative τd = 50τ . In practice, afterpulsing
effects are often neutralized by the longer detector dead times
compared to them, which is also the case for our hardware,
showing negligible afterpulsing probability. To present an
example of handling this effect in our framework, we assume
a maximum probability of counts caused by afterpulsing of
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Pafter = 10−4 nonetheless. Due to the quality of laser sources,
another quantity often considered experimentally negligible is
the number of photons created in the source not via stimulated
emission. Similarly to the previous case of afterpulsing, this
effect could be considered negligible in our setup, but we
still assume an exemplary maximum probability for it to be
Pnonstim = 10−6.

Utilizing our framework presented in Sec. II-D, we can
calculate a lower bound for min-entropy using the presented
measurement parameters: First, calculate λ from λmax accord-
ing to Eq. (10), giving λ = 1.3215 × 106 cps. From this,
calculate pmax = 1 − e−λτ = 3.3031 × 10−4. Utilizing
that count numbers in Eq. (4) can be expressed in terms of
detection rate over the investigated timeframe, we can use
λid = λmin(1 − Pnonstim)(1 − Pafter) − λn to underestimate
the number of counts from the ideal source, and λnoise =
λn + Pnonstimλmax + Pafterλmax to overestimate noise.

To be able to determine the Cnoise counts in a processed data
block, we have to first choose ne. As stated before, higher
values are beneficial, but since our hashing implementation
currently runs on CPU and not on dedicated hardware as its
main goal is to serve as proof of concept, we settle for ne =
2048 bits, due to our limited computational resources. With
16-bit long measurement records, 128 records are processed
together at once in a block. This means an average Cnoise of
3 and Cexp of 125 (To additionally protect from burst errors
Cnoise can be chosen to be higher if needed.). Using (4) this
yields H∞(D) = ke = 649.682 bits for an me = 544 bits with
ϵ = 2−52.841 < 2−50.

For initialization of the Toeplitz hash algorithm (to create
the n ×m Toeplitz matrix), we need a de = ne +me − 1 =
2479 bit long random string, which can come from a different
trusted source or can even be a ”baked in” string due to its
reusability. We used random data collected during a previous
different experiment [31] with our setup for initialization.

To further test our framework, we modified our initial
measurement record file by artificially inserting counts every
50000 cycles simulating a perfect periodic noise/attacker (and
thereby considerably changing the detected distribution too,
as there can be no recorded time intervals longer than this
inserted periodicity). This accounted for an additional noise
source with a 80000 cps rate. Accounting for this (change
in λd, λmax, λmin, λn), the newly calculated parameters for
the hash function, in this case, are: ne = 2048 bits, ke =
246.8593 bits, me = 144 bits for an ϵ < 2−51 and 1.125 output
bits per measurement record accordingly. Note the heavily
reduced output efficiency, which is mainly due to the increased
unknown noise considered according to Sec. II-C1.

C. Randomness testing

We assess our output files of 8.4 GB and 2.8 GB for the
previously mentioned measurement cases with four of the most
widely used statistical test suites, namely the NIST STS [32],
Dieharder [33], TestU01 [34] and ENT [35] suites. Statistical
tests typically try to refute the hypothesis that a source is
random, by looking for signs of different kinds of possible
non-randomness. Suites are, therefore, composed of batteries

of individual tests, each looking for different non-random
patterns. Due to the fact that a properly random output contains
every possible string, a good generator is also expected to
fail some proportion of these tests, so verifying proper oper-
ation is tricky and cannot be based on test results alone. To
demonstrate this, we also tested unprocessed and not properly
parametrized processed versions of our initial measurement
data. Still, statistical testing of the output is a handy tool for
checking for potential oversights or implementation errors (An
uncharacteristically poor performance on tests almost surely
indicates some error in operation.).

Results from the NIST STS suite for our first output file are
shown in Table I omitting variants of the NonOverlappingTem-
plate, RandomExcursions and RandomExcursionsVariant tests
as these are families of multiple tests producing too many
results to be easily presentable in table format. We ran the
suite with default settings and 2048 streams to test for both
of our files. According to the manual, a case is considered
passing if at least 2014 of the streams pass. We found that our
data passed all the tests in the assessment.

TABLE I
RESULTS FOR NIST STS TESTS

Test Name p-value Proportion Assessment
Frequency 0.4564 2032/2048 Pass
BlockFrequency 0.7979 2031/2048 Pass
CumulativeSums 1 0.9195 2029/2048 Pass
CumulativeSums 2 0.1850 2025/2048 Pass
Runs 0.5862 2025/2048 Pass
LongestRun 0.6920 2026/2048 Pass
Rank 0.7041 2021/2048 Pass
DFT 0.5450 2022/2048 Pass
OverlappingTemplate 0.1885 2031/2048 Pass
Universal 0.1608 2024/2048 Pass
ApproximateEntropy 0.3294 2025/2048 Pass
Serial 1 0.7997 2025/2048 Pass
Serial 2 0.2548 2028/2048 Pass
LinearComplexity 0.1053 2027/2048 Pass

The Dieharder suite is a collection of many tests expanding
upon the original Diehard tests [36]. We present results for
our first measurement case from these original (Diehard) tests
in Table II. 6 The suit additionally contains other tests, which
our data also successfully passed for both of the output files.

We used the Alphabit and Rabbit batteries recommended
for use with hardware RNGs as well as the SmallCrush test
battery from the TestU01 software library to assess our data.
Results from the SmallCrush battery for the first output file
are presented in Table III. We found that both of our data files
passed all these assessments.

The ENT program can test random files in byte and
bit modes, and calculates statistics like symbol occurrences,
entropy, approximation of π, and correlation, to assess the
randomness of a bitstream. Our files passed these assessments
in both modes.

6Due to the occasional expected test failures of proper random operation,
the dieharder suite also has a WEAK assessment result, where the manual
advises further investigation. In our case, the tests diehard squeeze and
diehard sums originally produced this result, so we ran them with lengthier
than standard input data for a stronger examination to make sure of correctness
and found them passing.
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TABLE II
RESULTS FOR DIEHARD TESTS

Test Name p-value Assessment
diehard birthdays 0.48117807 Pass
diehard operm5 0.72724586 Pass
diehard rank 32x32 0.18749969 Pass
diehard rank 6x8 0.20228745 Pass
diehard bitstream 0.13044230 Pass
diehard opso 0.92784321 Pass
diehard oqso 0.091542557 Pass
diehard dna 0.60242889 Pass
diehard count 1s str 0.30601543 Pass
diehard count 1s byt 0.63839715 Pass
diehard parking lot 0.91059716 Pass
diehard 2dsphere 0.18188938 Pass
diehard 3dsphere 0.91144842 Pass
diehard squeeze 0.51632824 Pass
diehard sums 0.03411320 Pass
diehard runs 1 0.90873329 Pass
diehard runs 2 0.86353873 Pass
diehard craps 1 0.86019516 Pass
diehard craps 2 0.39312891 Pass

TABLE III
RESULTS FOR TESTU01 TESTS

Test Name p-value Assessment
smarsa BirthdaySpacings 0.86 Pass
sknuth Multinomial 0.60 Pass
sknuth Gap 0.76 Pass
sknuth SimpPoker 0.74 Pass
sknuth CouponCollector 0.61 Pass
sknuth MaxOft 1 0.73 Pass
sknuth MaxOft 2 0.85 Pass
svaria WeightDistrib 0.82 Pass
smarsa MatrixRank 0.13 Pass
sstring HammingIndep 0.97 Pass
swalk RandomWalk1 H 0.78 Pass
swalk RandomWalk1 M 0.47 Pass
swalk RandomWalk1 J 0.20 Pass
swalk RandomWalk1 R 0.10 Pass
swalk RandomWalk1 C 0.80 Pass

To demonstrate the nature of statistical testing and the need
for proper analysis in addition to passing test results, we
also tested unprocessed data (binary datafile only containing
the unprocessed 16-bit records) and an additional test case,
where we incorrectly parametrized the hash function with
me = 2048. For the first unprocessed case, the ENT test
already showed some weaknesses, with an estimated entropy
of 7.247 bits per byte (well above the estimated min-entropy
in Sec. III-B, below expected 8 of ideal uniform output),
and compressibility of 9 percent, while all the other test
suites summarily failed the data (which is expected since raw
measurement data correspond to a not uniform distribution).
Interestingly, the wrongly parametrized processed data also
passed our statistical trials, demonstrating, that passing the
tests is not a guarantee for secure randomness in itself. This
is probably due to the fact that the hashing operation in itself
shows behavior similar to pseudo-random number generators,
as its main aim is to produce random-like output from any
input. While this wrongly parametrized output is clearly not
suitable for quality and security-critical use cases, it may still
prove useful in cases with less strict output quality criteria,
essentially enabling an operation mode realizing a rapidly
reseeded pseudo-random number generator, with higher output

efficiency. We leave further investigation of such a scheme up
for future study.

D. Achievable output rates
The achievable output efficiency and, consequently, the final

output rate are heavily influenced by the magnitude of noise
effects. Fig. 4. shows that in our test setup, increasing noise can

Fig. 4. Effect of different λnoise noise intensities on achievable output bit and
entropy rates, with the parameter set presented at the beginning of Sec. III-B,
while maintaining ϵ < 2−50.

lead to cases where we can no longer guarantee our goal ϵ for
any parameter set (from λnoise ≥ 219352), or even any secure
output at all (from λnoise ≥ 354339). Furthermore, introducing
even small amounts of noise to the system leads to a steep
decline in the achievable output rate. For the completely
noiseless case, our test setup would have an efficiency of
10.6875 output bits per record, leading to a theoretical max
output speed of 13.863 Mbps, while introducing only the
example noise from afterpulsing effects and photons not from
stimulated emission (λnoise = 138) already drops efficiency to
6 output bits per record and output speed to 7.8 Mbps. The
two noisy example cases presented before at the start and end
of Section III-B have output efficiencies of 4.25 and 1.6875
bits per record and output speeds of 6.598 Mbps and 2.193
Mbps, respectively.

Unfortunately, our current practical implementation presents
a computational bottleneck of ∼ 105 records processed per
second, limiting our current practically achievable output
speeds. This can likely be overcome in the future with a new
implementation utilizing either an FPGA or GPU as it has
been demonstrated in the literature [37], [38] and therefore,
the implementation of a new post-processing program is our
next logical practical goal. Better and stricter characterization
of possible noise sources is another worthwhile direction to
pursue for possible future development, especially for cases
with concrete, well-characterized measurement setups, as it
may be possible to find tighter lower bounds than Eq. (4)
when using less general assumptions.

IV. CONCLUSION

We presented a post-processing framework for optical
QRNGs based on the measurement of photon arrival times,
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that can be used to safely account for typical distortion effects
and hard-to-characterize error sources or attackers given a sim-
ple upper limitation on intensity, by strictly underestimating
the min-entropy of the measurement results and utilizing this
estimate to parameterize a Toeplitz hash-based extractor to
provide a guaranteed quality, safe output bitstream. We demon-
strated the use of our framework on intentionally non-ideal
measurement data, showing its robustness, and assessed the
processed outputs with statistical test suites to experimentally
verify our proposal’s correctness.

We conclude that our method can be used to provide quality
output even when paired with noisy and imperfect measure-
ment setups, although at a cost of reduced output efficiency.
This drop in efficiency is especially prevalent when adjusting
for the effects of error sources considered as unknown, so in
practical realizations minimizing or adequately characterizing
these should still remain a priority with our framework too.
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